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Let D be a self-adjoint leafwise elliptic operator on a foliated manifold. Com- 
pressing multiplication operators to the range of the positive spectral projection for 
D yields the class of leafwise Toeplitz operators. The extension generated by these 
operators is constructed. A topological formula for the index of a Toeplitz operator 
with invertible symbol is given. This index can also be obtained by pairing the 
K-theory class of the symbol with a certain cyclic cocycle. If one lifts an elliptic 
operator on a closed manifold to a leafwise elliptic operator on an associated flat 
foliated principal bundle, then this cocycle can be used to obtain relined invariants 
of the original operator. ‘Q 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let (M, 5) be a foliated compact manifold and D a leafwise elliptic 
operator. The ellipticity condition implies that D has a parametrix modulo 
the C*-algebra of the foliation, C*(M, 9). In fact, D defines an element 
[D] E KK*(C(M), C*(M, 9)). In this case the index of D can be viewed as 
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an element Index(D)E&(C*(M, @)). If (M, 9) admits a holonomy 
invariant transverse measure, A, then there is a densely defined trace, Tr,, 
on C*(M, 9). It induces a map on K-theory and one obtains the real 
number Tr,(Index(D)) which can be interpreted as the difference of the 
von Neumann dimension of the kernel and cokernel of D. In genera1 this 
will not be an integer. The theory runs parallel to the case of an elliptic 
operator on a closed manifold and can be based on the study of the exten- 
sion formed from the Oth-order pseudodifferential operators along the 
leaves of the foliation 
These are some of the basic ingredients in the study of index theory on 
foliated manifolds [9, 10, 121. 
We study here the index theory for Toeplitz operators along the leaves 
of a foliation. This is related to the index theory described above in the case 
that D is self-adjoint. The issues considered arose in our study of the rela- 
tion between the eta invariant and odd index theory [lS]. One way of 
motivating this connection is to recall the two interpretations of the odd 
index pairing in the case of a closed manifold. 
Let D be a self-adjoint operator on a closed manifold. Let [D] E K,(M) 
denote its class in K-homology. One may pair [D] with a class 
[u] E K’(M) to obtain an integer. There are two ways to obtain this. First 
one may take the index of the Toeplitz operator Index(T,), where T,,= 
PM,P and P is the non-negative spectral projection for D. This theme is 
developed in [3]. Second, one can consider the spectral flow, Sf{D,}, 
along the path of self-adjoint elliptic operators, D, = ( 1 - t)D + t(u-‘Du). 
The basic fact is that Index( T,) = Sf(D,j [4], and there is a topological 
formula for this quantity. 
If D is leafwise elliptic and self-adjoint on a closed foliated manifold, and 
the foliation admits an invariant transverse measure, then analogous 
statements regarding odd index pairings hold. However, one must interpret 
index and spectral flow in the sense of type II, von Neumann algebras. In 
[ 151 the appropriate renormalized version of spectral flow is related 
directly to the eta invariant. In the present paper we study the index theory 
for the Toeplitz operators. 
One must proceed in a different manner from that used in the case of 
elliptic operators on closed manifolds [3]. There is a crucial difference 
between operators on a closed manifold which are only leafwise elliptic and 
those which are genuinely elliptic. In the latter case the spectrum of the 
operator is discrete but in the former it could be the entire real line. This 
strongly affects the Toeplitz index theory, and in turn the index theory can 
provide information about the spectrum of the operator [21]. 
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We work on L’(G), where G is the graph of the foliation. The role of the 
Hardy space projection in the classical theory of Toeplitz operators is 
played by the non-negative spectral projection, P, for D, which is obtained 
via functional calculus. A leafwise Toeplitz operator is one of the form 
T, = PM, P, where cp E C(M). To study their index theory it is convenient 
to consider the extension they generate. 
Let F be the C*-algebra generated by the Tw’s and the foliation algebra. 
Let %” be the ideal generated by the operators of the form T, TV, - T,,. 
Then there is an extension 
Both gs and C*(M, F) are contained in the von Neumann algebra of the 
foliation, %‘*(M, 9). In general, they are not isomorphic. The basic 
reason is that the spectral projections for D associated to bounded intervals 
are not in general in C*(M, 9), but may be in %‘. Nevertheless, the 
K-theoretic index of a Toeplitz operator can still be viewed as belonging to 
K,(C*(M, 9)). This is proved by studying a second extension in the 
following manner. 
The operator D defines a K-theory element [D] E KK’( C(M), 
C*(M, F)) which can be realized by an extension 
o+C*(M,~)-+Y~+c(M)+0. (0.2 1 
The algebra K is generated by elements of the form T; = P,M, P,, where 
P, is a “smooth” approximation to the non-negative spectral projection for 
D. If cp is an invertible element of C(M) then it follows from the exact 
sequence (0.2) that T”, is invertible modulo C*(M, 9), hence it has an 
index in &(C*(M, 9)). By using the relation between the extensions (0.1) 
and (0.2) it will be shown that the index of T, is determined by that of T”,. 
Then, via the relation between (0.2) and Connes’ leafwise pseudodifferential 
operator extension, we obtain a topological formula for the index of T;. 
Thus, by relating (0.2) to (0.1) we are able to get a topological formula for 
Index,( T,). 
We next construct a cyclic cocycle which, when paired with the class 
of the symbol, yields the index of the Toeplitz operator. This was one of 
the goals of this paper. The cyclic cocycle version of the index theorem 
leads to interesting ways to obtain invariants for elliptic operators which 
depend on more than the principal symbol. We discuss this briefly in the 
concluding section. 
This is part of a general theory. Here we associate a longitudinal cyclic 
cocycle to a leafwise elliptic operator. In [ 151 the other part of the theory 
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is developed. It involves the study of transversally elliptic operators and 
their associated transverse cyclic cocycle. A principal result shows that, for 
a certain class of foliated manifolds, the longitudinal cocycle is equal to a 
renormalized version of the transverse cocycle [ 151. Each has its own 
interpretation and the statement hat they are equal can be viewed as an 
index theorem. If one carefully arranges the geometry the longitudinal 
cocycle provides a topological formula via ordinary index theory and the 
renormalized transverse cocycle yields the relative q-invariant of Atiyah, 
Patodi, and Singer. The equality of these quantities is essentially the 
content of the Index Theorem for Flat Bundles [ 11. 
It is interesting to view the equality of the longitudinal and renormalized 
transverse cocycles associated to an operator as a consequence of a Fubini 
(or proportionality) principle. Assume one is given a manifold with two 
transverse foliations and two commuting differential operators such that 
each operator is leafwise elliptic along one of the foliations and transver- 
sally elliptic to the other. Then one can pair the longitudinal cocycle for 
one of these operators with the transverse cocycle for the other to get a 
new cocycle. The Fubini principle implies that if one does this a second 
time with the roles of the two operators interchanged, then the resulting 
cocycles are equal. This equality specializes to the main theorem of [ 151. 
In this generality, however, it suggests that by choosing the operators and 
cocycles appropriately, new index theoretic results should be possible. 
A few comments are in order regarding the index theorem for Toeplitz 
operators along the leaves of a foliation which we obtain. It is a generaliza- 
tion of the work of Coburn, Douglas, Schaeffer, and Singer [6], which can 
be viewed as studying the case when the manifold is T”, the foliation is a 
Kronecker flow, and the operator D is differentiation along the flow. A 
formula for the index of T, was obtained there in terms of the average 
winding number of the mulitplier cp restricted to a leaf. It is easily checked 
that the formula in (2.6) simplifies to (p-l dcp, and since the average 
winding number of cp is obtained by pairing this form with the Ruelle- 
Sullivan current, one sees that the index theorem of [6] is a special case 
of Theorem 3.3. 
The index theorem of [6] has also been generalized by Curto, Muhly, 
and Xia in [13] to the case of a minimal flow on a compact Hausdorff 
space X. It has been shown by Ramsay [29] that the orbits of the flow 
provide X with the structure of a foliated space in the sense of Moore and 
Schochet [25]. Moreover, they show that Connes’ index theory holds in 
this context. When the present machinery applies one can obtain an index 
formula similar to that of Curto, Muhly, and Xia from the results of the 
present paper. These results and the general program were discribed in an 
MSRI preprint [ 181. See also [ 11, 16, 17, 241. 
We thank many people for interesting and illuminating conservations. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect together the necessary facts about operators 
along the leaves of a foliation. This is based on the presentations in 
[9, 25, 261. Let (M, 9) be a closed n-dimensional manifold with a foliation 
B of dimension p. 
1.1. The Holonomy Groupoid 
We assume throughout that (M, 9) is provided with a holonomy 
invariant transverse measure A. Let G denote the holonomy groupoid of 
the foliation. We will assume that G is Hausdorff. Let r: G -+ M and 
d: G + M be defined by r(y) = y( 1) and d(y) = y(O). Let 1’ = (\I-‘) be a family 
of measures on { G”J, each of which is obtained from a leafwise Rieman- 
nian metric which is the restriction to leaves of a Riemannian metric on M. 
The measures n and v determine measures p on M and m on G. Let E be 
a Hermitian vector bundle on M and let I!? = r*(E) and Ex = El G-“. Using 
the measure 11.~ and Hermitian metric on E one obtains the Hilbert space 
L2(G-‘, E.‘). Let 2 = {L*(G-‘, E-‘)> denote the associated measurable field 
of Hilbert spaces. There is a disintegration of the measure m on G with 
respect o the map r: G + M and the measure p on M so that the resulting 
measure on r-‘( x ) . IS 11’. Thus, one has L*(G, I!?, m) 2 s”, L’(G”, Ex) dp. 
There is a natural representation of the groupoid G on 2 and the algebra 
of bounded measurable fields of intertwining operators is denoted 
End,(Z). It has a norm given by II TII = sup., ]I T”ll. 
1.2. Foliation Algebras 
Let C$(G, E) denote the smooth sections of compact support of 
(d*(E))* @I r*(E). They form an algebra under the operation of convolu- 
tion given by o:02(r) =I Gz a,(]!,) a2(y;ry) dv”(y,). There is a natural 
representation of C,“(G, E) as intertwining operators on %. It is given by 
n,(k)(r)(?l)=S,.~k(y,) [(1~;ry) dv”(y,). Completing C,“(G, E) with respect 
to the norm IlkI] = sup, llx,(k)ll yields C*(M, 9, E), the reduced 
C*-algebra of the foliation. 
We note that if E is the n-dimensional trivial bundle, then 
C*(M, 3, E) z C*(M, S)S M,, where C*(M, 9) denotes the algebra 
obtained when E = M x C. 
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1.3. Leafwise Operators 
An operator P: C”(M, E) -+ C”(M, E) is a leafwise operator if, for each 
leaf I, there is an operator P, making the following diagram commute: 
CZ(M, E) - C”(I, El I) 
I 
P 
I 
PI 
C”(M, E) - CX(f, El I). 
If 1, denotes the leaf containing X, then d: G” + I, is a covering map and, 
if PI is a differential (or pseudodifferential) operator, there is a natural lift 
to a family of operators P, : Ca( G”, I!?‘) + C” (G”, Ex) which is invariant 
under the action of G. Given a family such as {p,} there is an associated 
operator P: C”(M, E) + C’“(M, E) defined by P(f)(x) = P,.(fd)(y) where 
y is any element of G:. Then P agrees with the original operator P. 
Examples of such operators are obtained as follows. Let D : C”(M, E) 4 
C”(M, E) be a differential operator with the property that in any foliation 
chart, h: V-+ U x T, it takes the form Dh =&,~,” aa(x, t) DC, where the 
a,(x, t) are smooth functions and D*, acts along the plaques. Then locally 
D is a smooth family of differential operators on the plaques of V. Let (cp,] 
be a finite partition of unity subordinate to a cover by foliation coordinate 
charts. Then D =Ci (cp,D), and since each of the ‘piD are leafwise 
operators, D is as well. 
Another type of example is obtained from an element k E C’,“(G, E). The 
family {Uk)}, where n,(k): Cno(G-‘, E-‘) -+ C”(G”, I!?~) is defined by 
n,(k)(t)(y) = jcX k(y,) t(y;‘~r) dv”(y,), yields operators which are invariant 
under the left action of G;. Thus, via the construction above, one sees that 
k yields a leafwise operator. 
1.4. Leafwise Pseudodifferential Operators 
We will have need of the theory of leafwise pseudodifferential operators 
as developed in [9] (see also [25]). We review the basic facts. Let 
P,(E, E) denote the algebra of leafwise pseudodifferential operators defined 
by Connes in [9]. An element PE PQE, E) must. be of the form P= 
x1=, Pj + S, where S is an operator with kernel in CF(G, E) and PI is an 
operator obtained in the following way. Let U = R“ x R”-’ be a foliation 
chart and let U, = Rk x (y } denote a plaque. Consider families P”: 
Caj( U,, E “) -+ C” (U,,, E ‘) satisfying P-” is a pseudodifferential operator of 
order m, P-” varies smoothly in y, and the kernel of {P’}, k, (which is a 
distribution on R“ x Rk x RnPk), has compact support. Such a P defines an 
operator P’ on A4 by embedding lRk x Rk x R” - k in G and extending by 
zero. The operators Pi are of this type. Note that such P are leafwise 
operator in the previous sense. 
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PROPOSITION 1.4.1 [25]. Let P be a leaf~~~ise operator with corresponding 
family of left invariant operators {P.‘)., P”: C” (E”) -+ C x (E-‘). Assume 
that each P’ is a pseudodtfferential operator of order m on G-‘. and P has a 
compactly supported distribution kernel. Then P E .Yn,( E, E ). 
It is shown in [9] that if PE &,(E, E) and Q E T,( E, E), then 
PQ E &+,,(E, E). One may construct a pseudodifferential operator exten- 
sion analogously to the usual case. Indeed, the field of Hilbert spaces, X, 
defines a Hilbert C*-module, 8, over C*( M, 3)) and PO( E, E) can be 
represented as endomorphisms of 8. Let & denote its closure. There is a 
symbol map G: g0 + C(S9 ; End(E)) which is onto. The kernel of the 
symbol map is X(a), the compact endomorphisms of 6, which can be 
identified with C*(M, 9, E). One then obtains the short exact sequence 
(cf. Cl211 
O- C*(M, 5, E)- $,A C(SY, End(E))- 0. 
It follows from this that if P and Q belong to &,, and a(P) commutes with 
c(Q), then [P, Q] E C*( M, 6, E). 
1.5. The von Neumann Algebra of the Foliation 
Define YF*(M, 5, E), the von Neumann algebra of the foliation, to be 
the weak closure of C*(M, SF, E) in ,LV(L’(G, E)). If one fixes the Rieman- 
nian measure on the leaves and takes an invariant transverse measure, A, 
with the property that the foliation is ergodic with respect o the induced 
measure, u, on M, then the von Neumann algebra is a factor of type II,. 
Let m. denote the ideal of finite trace operators and let m = m0 denote the 
Breuer ideal. If. an operator T is invertible modulo nr then the projections 
onto its kernel and the kernel of its adjoint have finite trace and one can 
define the (real valued) index of T as 
1.6. Leafwise Functional Calculus 
If D is a leafwise elliptic differential operator, then the maximal and 
minimal domains of D as an unbounded operator on L’(G”, E”) agree [9]. 
Thus, D” has a well defined closure, and if D” is symmetric it is essentially 
self-adjoint. In that case, we can apply the functional calculus for unbounded 
self-adjoint operators to each of the D”. Indeed, if f is a bounded Bore1 
function on [w then {f(Dx)} is an essentially bounded measurable field of 
intertwining operators on Y? = { L’(G”, E”)}. We refer to this field as f (D). 
Let f be a bounded Bore1 function on [w. Then using the leafwise func- 
tional calculus we have f(D) E Y(L2(G, E)). There is a faithful representa- 
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tion of the smooth convolution algebra rc: CF(G, E) -+ Y( L2(G, E)) which 
extends to C*(M, 9, E). Thus one may view C;“(G, E) and C*(M, 9, E) 
as sub-algebras of Y(L2(G, E)). Let Bb([W) denote the bounded Bore1 func- 
tions on Iw and let B,( [w), B,(R), C,( [w), C,(lR) denote the sub-algebras 
consisting of those functions which have compact support, are bounded and 
vanish at infinity, are continuous and vanish at infinity, or are bounded 
and continuous, respectively. The following functional calculus is due to 
John Roe, who obtained his results by applying the finite propagation 
speed techniques of Cheeger, Gromov, and Taylor [S] in the context of 
leafwise elliptic operators. 
PROPOSITION 1.6.1. The map 
P: B(R) + Y(L’(G, E)) 
defined by p(f) = f(D) has range contained in W*(M, 3, E) and satisfies 
(i) $fEC,,(lR), then p(f)EC*(M,Y,E) 
(ii) iff E C,(R), then p(f) E .I(C*(M, F, E)), rhe multiplier algebra 
of C*(M, 9, E) 
(iii) iff E B,(R), then p(f) em,, and hence has finite trace 
(iv) iff EBo(lR) then p(f)Em& %‘.*(M, 9, E). 
Proof Statement (i) is proved in [26]. For (ii) we note that since the 
map sending f to f(D) is a *-homomorphism, it will extend uniquely to a 
map C,( [w) z k’(C,( [w)) -+ A’( C*(M, 9, E)) if there is an approximate 
unit {u,) for C,( iw) such that {u,JD)) is an approximate unit for 
C*(M, 9, E). One may choose U,(X) = exp( --x2/n). This yields (ii). For 
(iii) first assume that f 20 and find gEY(!R) with 1/2g(x) > f(x) for all 
x E aB. Let /I,, E Y( [w) have compact support and convergence to 2 uniformly 
on compact sets. Then h, converges to g and hence there exists an n such 
that h,(x)> f(x) for all X. It is shown in [26] that h,(D)Ent,, so f(D) 
does as well. The general case follows easily. Next, (iv) follows by 
approximating f E B,( [w) uniformly by functions fit E B,.( K!) and noting that 
f,(D) --f(D) strongly, so the limit belongs to %‘*(M, 9, E). 1 
We need a refinement of the above functional calculus. Let S;,(Iw) = 
{fECr(R):for all k>,O, there is a Ck so that If’k’(x))~Ck(l+I,~I)m-kp 
for all x). The next result follows via the same proof as that of 
Theorem 7.25 of [25]. 
THEOREM 1.6.2. Let D be a first order, leafwise elliptic, self-adjoint, dif- 
ferential operator. Let f E Sy,( R). Then f(D) can be expressed in the form 
f(D) = F, + F2, where F, E pM(E, E) and F2 E C*(M, 9, E). 
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1.7. Operators with Finite Trace 
The invariant transverse measure n yields a trace Tr, on C*(M, 9, E). 
If the order of SE YO(E, E) is less than -k, where k is the dimension of 9, 
then Tr,(s) < CXZ, where s= tr(S) is obtained from S by taking the trace in 
End(E) first. In fact a stronger result holds which we shall need later. 
There is a field of Sobolev spaces W”(G, E) = ( WS(GS, E”)) which is 
constructed in a manner similar to that of the field { L’(G”, E-‘)}. A 
leafwise operator P which is pseudodifferential of order k on each leaf 
induces a map P”.‘+k: Wj(G. E) -+ WSfk(G, E). One has the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 1.7.1 [9]. Lef P he a leajivise operator in %“*(M, 9, E) 
rcith the property that there exists an s > p, p the leaf dimension, such 
that P has an extension to a map P -‘: W-‘(G) E) -+ W”(G, E). Then 
Tr,( P) < a. 
Finally, note that if PE P0 is of order less than r for all r then k, is 
smoothing along each G”. Since every PE P0 has a compactly supported 
distribution kernel, k, will be in Cp (G, E). 
2. THE KK-ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO A LEAFWISE ELLIPTIC OPERATOR 
Let D be a lst-order self-adjoint leafwise elliptic differential operator. We 
shall use the functional calculus developed by John Roe as described in 1.5 
to obtain the element [D] E KK’(C(M), C*(M, F, E)) corresponding to 
D. In fact, using the isomorphism KK’(C(M), c*(M, 8, E))z 
Ext(C(M), C*(M, 9, E)) we will identify [D] by constructing the corre- 
sponding extension. 
Let h, be a family of smooth functions in Sy,,(lR) whose graph has the 
shape 
1 (2.1) 
For example, h,(x) = X/(E + x~)‘~~ will suffice. Thus, lim, _ a h,(x) = 1, 
lim x - ~ .x h,(x) = - 1, and h:(x)>0 for all x. We require that h, varies 
continuously as a function of E in S:.,(R). Finally, 
x > 0 
x = 0 
x<o 
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uniformly on compact subsets of [w\(O). Let pE = (1 + h,)/2. Then P, = 
~,(D)EA(C*(M, 9, E)). Note that since h,~ Sy,, Pt is a Oth-order 
pseudodifferential operator along each G”, but its distribution kernel need 
not have compact support, so it will not be in pO(E, E). It is, however, in 
the norm closure of this algebra. 
PR0~0srT10N 2.2. P,~~~n,fl(C*(M,9, E)). 
Proof: The function h, is in Sy,,([w). Thus, by 1.6.2, h,(D) = F, + F,, 
where F, E YO(E, E) and F? E C*(M, 9, E). It follows that h,(D) E gO. On 
the other hand, by 1.6.1, one obtains that h,(D) E L K( C*( ‘44, 6, E)). The 
result follows. 1 
Let M, be defined by Mqc = (cpd) r. Let & denote the C*-algebra 
generated by C*(M, 9, E) and { P,M, P,: cp E C(M)}. We view P,M, P, 
as being a smoothed analog of a Toeplitz operator and denote it by T;. 
Let %?e denote the commutator ideal in z and let ‘4’: be the semi-com- 
mutator ideal which is generated by operators of the form Ti Ti - Tf++. 
Clearly one has %& c %i. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For any cp E C(M), [P,, M,] E C*(M, 9, E). 
Proof: It is sufficient to assume that cp is smooth and supported in a 
foliation chart. Then M, E SjO( E, E). Thus, [P,, MI] E & and it follows 
from the exactness of the leafwise pseudodifferential operator extension 
that [P,, Mv] E C*(M, 9, E). u 
We next show the existence of the extension 
O+~;+c99+C(M)+O. (2.4) 
We use an observation due to Ronghui Ji on the relation between the 
Toeplitz extension and the pseudodifferential operator extension 
0- C*(M,9, E)--+$A C(S$, End(E))--+O. (2.5) 
The algebra K is contained in $ and it follows from Proposition 2.3 that 
‘Xi E ker(a). Thus we obtain the commuting diagram 
I 
0 
P 1 C(M) 
I Y 
0-C*(M,F,E)- gOA C( SF, End(E)) --+ 0. 
(2.6) 
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Here v is the map defined by sending cp to o(P,) cpa(P,), .where a(P,) is the 
projection onto the positive eigenspace of the symbol of P,, and 6, is 
defined by %((p) = T”, + gi. The map 1 is defined by A( T, + %z) = ap( T,). 
This is well-defined by 2.3. Since 1’ is injective, it follows from the com- 
mutativity of the diagram that % is as well. Since 8 is an onto 
*-homomorphism it is an isomorphism and we define the symbol map for 
the Toeplitz extension to be 0 = 8 -‘rc. This yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7. There is an e.utension 
ProoJ We have identified 2.4 as a sub-extension of 2.5. The result 
follows immediately from what has been proved above. 1 
We may now make a more precise identification of the left hand term in 
this extension. Using some of the methods in [ 191 we obtain the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. One has & = V, f: = C*( M, 9, E). 
Prooj The identity Ti Ti - Tt,,, = P,M,[P,, M,] P, and Proposi- 
tion 2.3 show that ??:G C*(M, g-, Ej. Consider the ideal U,G 
C*(M, 9, E). It follows from [ 191 that if, for any foliation chart Q = 
Ux T, C*(Q, 9, E)= C*(Q, 9, E) n?Z6,, then one has ?$= C*(M, F, E). 
Now, C*(Q, 9, E) n GY?~ contains the C*-algebra generated by ( [PE, Mq] 1 
supp(cp) c a>. s. mce C*(Q, 9, E) z C,(T) @ X one has C*(Q, 6, E) n 
qG 2 C,( T’)OX. We claim that T= T’, for, given any t E T, there is a 
smooth q supported in R such that [P,, Mq] is non-zero when restricted 
to U x {t ). But then the set of restrictions of elements of C*(Q, J, E) n %,, 
to U x {t ) is non-trivial for each t, hence we must have T = T’. 1 
Thus, we have shown that for each E>O we have an element of 
Ext(C(M), C*(M, 9, E)). We now identify the element of KK’(C(M), 
C*(M, 9, E)) which corresponds to it. Recall that a typical element of 
KK’( C( M), C*(M, 8, E)) is represented by a pair (0, P), g: C(M) + 
.A’( C*( M, 9, E)), P = P* E A’( C*(M, 9, E)) satisfying [P, a(f)], 
P2 - PE C*(M, 9, E). 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let g: C(A4) -N~M(C*(M, 5, E)) be defined bj 
a(f) = M,-. Then 
(i) CP,, df )I s C*(M 8, E) 
(ii) Pf - P, E C*( M, 9, E). 
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Proof. It is only necessary to check (ii). But this follows from the fact 
that hz - k, E C,(R) and an application of 1.6.1. 1 
Thus P,, along with 0, satisfies the required conditions. The extension 
corresponding to (a, P,) is determined by the map 5,: C(M) + 
2(c*(M, 9, E)) which is defined by r,(f) = T(P,M, P,), 
7~: A!(C*(M, 9, E)) -+ d(C*(M, 9, E)). Let [D] denote the element 
obtained from the operator D. We have shown most of the next proposi- 
tion. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. For each E > 0, .the class of the extension [Z] E 
Ext(C(M), C*(M, 3, E)) corresponds to [D] E KK’(C(M), C*(M, 9, E)). 
Proof: The element [D] E KK’(C(M), C*(M, 9, E)) which is deter- 
mined by the longitudinally elliptic operator D is obtained from the 
Kasparov module (a, P,) which corresponds precisely to the extension z. 
That the class is independent of the function h, follows from the fact that 
the family of pairs (G, P,, + , , ~ rj El ) is, for each t, an odd Fredholm module, 
and the map sending E to P, is strong *-continuous. This implies that 
[(at PE)I = [(CT PJI. I 
Part of the index theoretic information contained in [K] can be 
obtained by pairing with elements of KK*(C, C(M)). For example, 
if [cp] E KK’(C, C(M)), then [q] OCfMj [9J E KK(C, C*(M, 9, E))= 
&(C*(M, 8, E)). Note that this is equal to a[~], where d is the 
connecting map in the K-theory exact sequence for (2.4) [23]. To obtain 
numerical information one applies Tr,, to this element. We may then use 
the Connes-Skandalis theorem to obtain a topological formula for 
‘R&4 OCcM, [%I). To accomplish this we need to relate [z] to the 
pseudodifferential operator extension along the leaves, [PO], 
0 -+ C*(M, 9, E) + Y0 + C(S9, End(E)) + 0, 
where p: S9 + M is the unit sphere bundle along the leaves. Let 
[a,(D)] EKK’(C, C(S9)) denote the symbol class of D. Note that 
C(S9, End(E)) is Morita equivalent to C(S9), so that we may use the 
latter in K-theoretic calculations. This will be done from now on without 
further comment. 
We will need a parameterized cap product operation on KK-theory 
which is defined as follows. Let A be an arbitrary C*-algebra. If 
x E KK’( C(X), A) and J’ E KKj(@, C(X)), then .r 0 x is defined to be 
4’Occx,d*(x)~KKi~j(C(X), A) where A: C(X)@C(X)+C(X) is induced 
by the diagonal map. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. [Z] = CD] = p,( [a,(D)] 0 [90]). 
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ProojY We have already shown that [.&I = [D]. It remains to check 
that [q] =p,([g,(D)] c;\ [PO]). The symbol of P, is projection onto 
p*(E+) where [p*(E+)]=[o,(D)]. If t,:C(S~)~2(C*(M,~,E)) 
corresponds to the pseudodifferential operator extension, then it follows 
from diagram 2.6 that r.% = n(P,) r,firr(P,). Then 5,; is not injective, but 
T~;P* is and it defines p,([a,(D)] 0 PO),). This yields the result. 1 
As a consequence we obtain the desired topological formula. Specifically, 
L-PI OC,M, cm = [cpl OC(.M, P*(C~,(D)lO CSJ) = ~*bJ*(cvI) 0, 
[a,(D)])Oc,sT, [PO]. Since d*(p*([q])@, [a,(D)]) is the symbol class 
of a leafwise elliptic operator, the Connes-Skandalis theorem along with 
Remark 4.15 of [ 121 yields a topological formula for its index. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. We have 
TrA Cvl OC,M, C&l) 
=(ch(C~l)u~~‘ch(Co,(D)l)uTd(T~OC), CC,,]>, 
where C., is the Ruelle-Sullivan current associated to the invariant transverse 
measure A, @ is the Thorn isomorphism, and Td denotes the Todd class. 
3. TOEPLITZ OPERATORS ALONG THE LEAVES 
We will now construct an algebra of Toeplitz operators along the leaves 
of the foliated manifold (M, 9). This will require the choice of a projection 
which will play the role of the Hardy space projection in the usual theory 
of Toeplitz operators. It will be obtained from a lst-order, self-adjoint, 
leafwise elliptic differential operator D : C”(E) + C li (E) via the leafwise 
functional calculus. Thus, we define P to be P = xc,,, a ,(D). Let F be the 
C*-sub-algebra of P’(L’( G, E)) generated by { T, = PM, P 1 cp E C(M) f and 
C*(M, F, E). Let 97” be the semi-commutator ideal of F. 
THEOREM 3.1. There is an extension 
O-+~s-3-~c(M)-0, (3.2) 
where a( PM, P) = cp. 
The proof will involve relating the extension (3.2) to the extension (2.4) 
based on the smoothed Toeplitz operators. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. There is a commutative diagram 
o-C*(M,B,E)- z - C(M) - 0, 
where c( and /I are inclusions and y is defined by y(q) = Ti + %‘. 
Proof Once we establish that P,ES the existence and commutativity 
of the diagram follows directly. Let g,(x) = P(X)- p,(x) and set QE= 
g,(D)= P- P,. Extend g,l [0, co) to (-co, co) so that the resulting 
function, g,, is in C;(R). Then g’,(D) E C*( M, 5, E). Since g, = xc,,, a, g, 
we obtain that Q = Pi:,(D) which belongs to Y. Thus, P, = P- QE is 
in Y. I 
We can deduce even more from this argument. Note that T, - Ti = 
Q,M,P + P,M,QB. Since we have shown that the semi-commutator ideal 
of z is equal to C*(M, 9, E) it follows that it is contained in the ideal Vs. 
Thus, gE(D) E %’ and hence QB E V. Since P,M, and M, P are in Y we 
obtain T, - Tz E V”. From this we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.4. The map y : C(M) -+ S/V is onto. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to showing that y is injec- 
tive. We will need to introduce an analog of the class of “locally traceable” 
operators introduced in [9,25]. 
DEFINITION 3.5. An operator TE Y(L’(G, E)) is locally compact, 
abbreviated LC, if 
(i) T is a leafwise operator 
(ii) if T” is its restriction to G” and f and g are compactly supported 
functions on G” then f T”g E X(L*(G”, I?)). 
Some basic facts about these operators which we will use are the 
following. 
(i) If TE C*(M, 5, E) then T is LC. 
(ii) If T is in PO, the 0th d 1 f or er ea wise pseudodifferential operators, 
then T is LC implies that TE C*(M, 9, E). 
(iii) If T,, is a sequence of LC operators and T,, + T in the norm 
topology on L*(G, E), then T is LC. 
We will also have need of the following results. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. [f TE 9: and S is LC, then TS and ST are LC. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove this when T is of the form T,. Thus, let 
f and g be compactly supported functions on G-’ and consider f.ST, g= 
fSgT, +fS[ T,+,, g]. Since g is compactly supported, the commutator 
[T,, g] is compact and hence ST is LC. The case of TS is handled 
similarly. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.7. The operator Q, = P-P, is LC. 
Proof: We may write Q, = g,(B) as s,.,(if) + g,.diJ), where g,.Aif)E 
C*(M, 8, E) and g,, has compact support in [ -a, a]. Let E[ -a, a] = 
E(a) - E( -a), where. E(A) is the spectral resolution for 8 on G-‘. It follows 
via the argument in [27, Chap. 51, that E[a, -a] is represented by a 
smooth kernel function and hence is LC. Moreover, iffis a compactly sup- 
ported function on G-‘, then fE[a, -a]( 1 -.f) is compact, sofE[a, -a] is 
compact. Thus, for any compactly supported functions .f and g we have 
fQB g = fE[ -a, a] Qf is compact. 1 
THEOREM 3.8. Every element ??’ is LC. 
Proof An easy computation shows that (T,,,T, - TV,) - 
(T”, Ti- T”,*) belongs to the ideal generated by Q, in .F. We claim that 
the ideal generated by QE in J consists of LC operators. Granted this, 
since Ti Ti - T&E C*(M, 5, E) we will obtain that T, T, - TV, is LC 
and, hence, the ideal generated by such semi-commutators, V, will consist 
of operators which are LC. To verify the claim, consider T,QB. Expressing 
T, as (P, + Qs) MJP, + Qe), expanding out and using that M, P, and 
P,M, are in Z’ one gets via (3.6) that T,QE is LC. One handles Qe T, in 
the same way and the result follows. 1 
The construction of the extension (3.2) is completed by the next result. 
THEOREM 3.9. The map y : C(M) + ,F/%’ is injective. 
Proof: Suppose y(q) = 0. Then T, E %;” and hence T; E V’. Thus, Tb is 
LC, and since it is in $, it must belong to C*(M, 9, E). Then (2.4) yields 
that cp =O. 1 
We will call an operator such as T, a leafwise Toeplitz operator. We will 
refer to (3.2) as the Toeplitz extension along the leaves for D, and F as the 
Toeplitz algebra for D. However, we will suppress the dependence on D in 
the notation. 
Some remarks are in order regarding the semi-commutator ideal g’, as 
well as the usual commutator ideal, V. In general neither is the same as the 
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foliation algebra, C*(M, 9, E) [ 141. How they differ has been worked out 
in detail by R. Ji and J. Xia in [20] for the case of a Kronecker flow on 
the n-torus. In that case the commutator ideal and the semi-commutator 
ideal agree. The relation between the algebras depends on the spectrum of 
the operator D. However, one has 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let D be a self-adjoint, leafwise elliptic Ist-order 
differential operator. Suppose that D, as an operator on L’(G, E), has a gap 
in its spectrum around 0. Then the commutator and semi-commutator ideal of 
the Toeplitz algebra and the foliation algebra are equal. 
Proof: If D has a gap in its spectrum around 0 then, for some E > 0, 
p,(D) = x c0. ~ ,(D). Then [P, MQ] E C*( M, 9) and, hence, all are equal. 1 
Note that all three of the ideals are contained in the von Neumann 
algebra of the foliation %ll’*(M, J; E). 
When viewed as acting on L’(leaf), these Toeplitz operators are the 
analog of the Toeplitz operators with almost periodic symbol considered 
by Coburn, Douglas, Singer, and Schaeffer in [6]. Note that, even for a 
minimal flow on an n-torus, the restriction map C(M) -+ C([w) does not 
necessarily have image in the almost periodic functions. Thus, the multi- 
pliers are generalized almost periodic functions reflecting the dynamics of 
the particular leaf on the manifold. On the other hand, the invariant trans- 
verse measure does play the role of the almost periodic mean and agrees 
with it in the case of an irrational flow on the torus. 
4. THE INDEX OF TOEPLITZ OPERATORS ALONG THE LEAVES 
We now use the identification of the KK-element corresponding to D to 
obtain an index formula for the Toeplitz extension. For this we recall a 
consequence of the results in Section 3 which establish the following 
relation between Y and 99. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. One has q E .F and there is a commutative diagram 
o-q- F- C(M)-0 
a 
I I IdI (4.2) 
0- C*(M,S, E)- z-= C(M)- 0, 
where the two left arrows are inclusions. 
Proof This follows from Propositions 3.3 and Theorem 3.1. 1 
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This will yield relations between the elements in the Kasparov groups 
corresponding to these extensions, namely [S] E KK’( C(M), G9) and 
[&] EKK’(C(M), C*(M, 9, E)). We proceed as follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Given the commuting diagram 
O-A -E-D-O 
j “I ;I 
O- A’- E’- D’-0 
with [E] EKK’(D, A) and [E’] E KK’(D’, A’) we have 
qc(CEI)=?;*(CE’I). 
Proof: This follows from a careful inspection of the commutative 
diagram 
A’---+ A’ A A -A 
I. I 
E’ A ,&(A’) 
I I 
D’ r” g(A’) 
and the observation that M(a) AE = AE./I. 1 
It follows from (4.2) that we have 
KK’(C(M), C*(M, 9, E))A KK’(C(M, V) 
and that a,([%])= [S]. This will yield our formula. 
Let Tr, denote the trace associated with the invariant transverse 
measure, and let CC,,] denote the class of the associated Ruelle-Sullivan 
current. Note that one may restrict the trace to the sub-algebras $9, and 
C*(M, 9, E) of %‘*(M, 9; E). The induced maps on the K,-groups of 
these algebras agree in the sense that the following diagram commutes: 
K,(V) s, KO(W*(M, 9; E)) A K,(C*(M, 9; E)) 
Here we also use Tr, to denote the induced map on K-theory. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let [q] E KK’(@, C(M)). Then [q] @C(,q) [z] E 
KK(C, C*(M, 9)), and [q] OCfMj [S] E KK(C, %‘) and we have 
TMM OCfMI C~I)=T~AC~I&W, [%I). 
Proof It follows from the previous discussion that Tr,,( [q] Occ.~,, 
CSI) = Tr.JB,(Cvl OCIM, CSI)) = Tr,JCvI OC,.wb B,(C=U)) = 
‘$,tl~d,@c~Mi8JL%1)) = Tr,@,(Cvl OC,M, C%lN = TcdCd OclAIb 
CT E ’ 
Putting these facts together we obtain one of the ingredients necessary 
for an index theorem for the Toeplitz operators along the leaves of a folia- 
tion. Consider the boundary map for the extension (3.3), 8,: K,( C(M)) + 
K,W). If Cvl EK~(C(M)), then ~,(CvI)= CVIOCC~, CU. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. One has 
Tr,Aa,CvI)= (ch(CcpI)u~~‘ch(Ca,(D)l)u WT~@~h CC,41>, 
(4.6) 
where @ is the Thorn isomorphism and C, is the Ruelle-Sullivan current 
associated to the invariant transverse measure A. 
Proof First note that Tr,(8,[q])=Tr,(d,q,[‘p]), then apply the 
conclusion of Proposition 4.4 and the computation of Trn(8rs,[q]) in 
Proposition 2.12. 1 
Since we are assuming the foliation 9 has an invariant transverse 
measure, the von Neumann algebra %p*(A4, 9, E) is type II,. Recall that 
the Breuer ideal m of w*(M, 5, E) is the norm closure of m,, the 
operators whose range projection have finite trace. 
If cp is invertible, then T, is invertible modulo %. We show first that the 
projections onto ker( T,) and ker( T,*) are in the finite trace ideal m, E 
%‘-*(A& 9, E). The index theorem will provide a topological formula. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If cp E C(M) is invertible, then T, is Fredholm module 
the Breuer ideal m of W*(M, 9; E). 
Proof. First note that C*(M, 8, E) E m since C,U(G, E) is contained in 
m, and is norm dense in C*(M, 9, E). It follows from the exact sequence, 
(2.4), that Tt is invertible modulo C*(M, 9, E) if cp is invertible. This 
implies that Ti is Fredholm in Breuer’s sense. But T, - T”, = 
Pq(P-P,)+ (P-P,) cpP,, and P-P,= (x~~.~)- h,)(P)Em by Proposi- 
tion 1.6.1. Thus, T,,, is also Fredholm in the type II, sense. 1 
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It is now possible to obtain a formula for the type II, index of T,,. 
One defines Index,~(T,)=Tr,~(P,,,,~)-Tr,(P,,,.~). Let [q] EK’(M). 
Consider ?., ([q]) E K,(%:‘) and Tr,, : K,(F) -+ R. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Tr,,,(S, [q]) = Index,,( T,). 
Proof We may assume [q] E K’(M) has cp unitary. Now, we have 
I- T,,, T,$ and I- Tz T,+, E ‘6’ n nr. A standard computation (cf. [28] ) 
shows that (7,1 [rp] can be taken to be the class of 
-(I- T,,T,*)’ * 
(Z- T;T,)’ 1 in K,(F). * 
Now T, E w ‘*(M, 9, E), hence the partial isometry in its polar decom- 
position, V, belongs to %“*(M, 5, E) as well. One has that the element 
-(I- T, Tf)’ * 
* (I- T;T,)’ 1 
EK,(~‘“nm) 
maps to [I- V*V] - [I- VV*] E&(m). It follows that Tr,,,(d,[q])= 
Tr,,([I- V* V] - [I- VI’*]) = Index,.,( T,). 1 
Putting this together with Proposition 2.12 we obtain 
THEOREM 4.9. Index,,,(T,) = (ch([cp]) u @-‘ch([o,(D)]) u 
Td(TS@O)), CC,,]). 
5. THE CONSTRUCTION OF CYCLIC COCYCLES 
In this section we construct a cyclic cocycle, CL, E Z p( C X (M) ), where p 
is the leaf dimension. It will have the property that if [q] E K,(C”(M)) 
then (CC;], [q]) = Index,( TV). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let D be a self -adjoint, longitudinally elliptic, Ist-order 
dlyferential operator. Let p be the leaf dimension. Let rp,, . . . . (pp E C”(M) and 
let P = xcO, a ,(D) be the positioe projection for D. Let F = (P + 1)/2. Then 
Proof. Let FE = h,(D) as in Section 2. We will consider the expression 
K(F,, cp) where F is replaced by FE. It follows from Proposition 2.3 that 
[F,, Mp,] E C*(M, F-, E), for i= 1, . . . . p. 
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We will show that K(F,, cp) E C*(M, 9. E) n m,. Granted this, the proof 
can be completed as follows. Let 
Q.~=~,C~,,cpol~~~c~,,cp,-,ICg,~~~,cp,lC~~cp,+,l~~~C~~cp,l~ j=o?.YP 
and note that 
Here, g, = ( xco. % ) - h,)/2 and g,(D) E m,. Hence, Q, E m, for j = 1, . . . . p and 
since F,[F,, cpo] ... [FE, cp,] also belongs to m, we obtain that 
F[I;I cpo] . . . [F, cp,] does as well. Hence, the result obtains. 
To show that K(F~, cp) E m, we proceed as follows. Consider one of the 
commutators, [F,, MJ. Now, FE has the property that Ft is a pseudodif- 
ferential operator of order 0 along the leaves, so [F,, Mrp,].’ is of order - 1 
along the leaves. Since there are p + 1 commutators in K(F,, cp) one obtains 
that K(F,, cp) is of order less than -p along the leaves. Thus, it induces an 
appropriate map between leafwise Sobolev spaces. We now apply Proposi- 
tion 1.7.1 to deduce that x(F,, cp) has finite trace. Since each [FE, M,,] E 
C*(M,9,E) by 2.3, we get K(F,, cp)~C*(M,9,E)nttt,. 1 
We now define the longitudinal cocycle for D. Let Ch E Z y( C”(M)) be 
defined by 
Ck(cpo, . . . . rp,) = Tr,,(FCF, cool ... CE cp,l). 
Since F2 = I the argument of [S] shows that this is in fact a cyclic cocycle. 
We will call this the longitudinal cocycle associated to the operator D and 
the trace, Tr,. It will give the index of Toeplitz operators along the leaves. 
To see this we recall some of the computations involved in Connes’ original 
use of cyclic cocycles to compute the index of operators [7, 81. 
Let p be the dimension of the leaf of the foliation. Then 
Index(T,)=Tr,,(Z- T,~IT,)‘P+“‘2-Tr,,(f- 7’VTqm~)‘Pf’)1 
=Tr,( -P[P, (p][P, (p~‘])‘p+‘k~2 
-Tr,( -P[P, rp-‘][P, ‘p])(p+‘J~2 
=(-1)“2~P~2Tr,(F[F,cp][F,cp~‘]~~~[F,cp][F,cp-’]), 
where m = (p + 1)/2 and there are m q’s and m cp ~ “s. From this we obtain 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let cp E C’%(M) be an invertible function. Then 
c&T cp - ‘9 . . . . cp, cp-‘) = Index,( T,). 
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We next show that the cyclic cohomology class, [Cb], depends only on 
the principal symbol of D. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let D and D’ be leafkise elliptic Ist-order deferential 
operators with the same principal symbol. Then [ Ch] = [C&l in 
H”,$yC”(M)). 
Proof: For any [q] EK,(C(M)) we have 
CC;, cp>= (ch([ql)u@-‘ch([g,(D)l)u Td(T9OCL [C,l>. 
Since the right hand side would be the same with D replaced by D’ it 
follows that the two classes CC’,] and [C&l pair the same with K,(C(M)). 
It then follows from [7, 81 that [Ck] = [Ck.] in H;tF(C”(M)). 1 
There are other ways of obtaining a longitudinal cocycle for D which 
have certain advantages, but the resulting cocycles all determine the same 
cohomology class in H$,d( C r (M)). H owever, their definition makes them 
likely to be more useful in the considerations in the next section. We sketch 
the construction. 
First observe that it follows from Proposition 2.2 that (FE, 7~) defines 
an odd Kasparov C(M) - C*( M, 9, E) bimodule. Here, 7~: C(M) + 
6P(L2(G, E)) is the represetation as leafwise multiplication operators and 
the bimodule conditions which we have in this case are 
(i) [F,, M., 1 E C*(M, 9, -Q 
(ii) FE* = F,, 
(iii) (F,Z -I) E C*(M, 5, E). 
It follows from Proposition 5.1 that the Kasparov bimodule (F,, 7~) is 
p-summable in the sense that if q,,, . . . . ‘pp~ C”(M), then K(F,, cp)= 
F,CF,, Mq,J ... CF,, Mq,l E mo. 
We now define the modified longitudinal cocycle for D. To obtain a 
cyclic cocycle from our Kasparov bimodule we must make a modification 
so that one has Ff = F,. This is done using Connes’ 4 x 4 matrix trick. 
Thus one uses the method of [7, p. 891 to obtain a new bimodule for 
which (iii) holds exactly, and which defines the same element of 
KK’( C(M), C*(M, 6, E)). The result will still be p-summable in the above 
sense. 
Let Cb,E~Z;(Cr(M)) be defined by 
G,,((Po, ...? vDp) = Tr,dFECFE, cool . . [FE, cp,l). 
It follows as in [7] that one has Cb,, is a cyclic cocycle on the algebra 
C”(M). By the homotopy invariance property of cyclic cohomology its 
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cyclic cohomology class does not depend on E. Thus, the value one obtains 
by pairing it with an element of K’(M) does not depend on E. 
The cocycle C’& will give the index of Toeplitz operators along the 
leaves. To see this note that [Ck] = [C”,,,] in HC*(C”(M)). This follows 
from the fact that lim, -D C&(cp,,, . . . . cp,) = Cb((pO, .. . . cp,). Note that 
G,,((PO~ ..*7 cp,) - C~(cpO~ ...v cp,) =C Tr,,(Q,) as in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 5.1. But ITr,(Qj)l d C ITr,,(ge(D))l l\cp,J ... IIqplI, and one can show 
that lim, _ 0 ITrAsEP))l = 0. 
The constructions of C’h and Cb,, can be viewed as being the r&ult of 
a two step process. The longitudinally elliptic operator D provides a com- 
mutator product which lies on C*(M, 9, E) n m. This has finite trace and 
the cocycle is defined by applying Tr,. Since Tr, is a 0-cocycle on 
C*(M, 9, E) the possibility of pairing the commutator product with more 
general cyclic classes must be considered. 
6. SECONDARY INVARIANTS FOR ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
The construction of the longitudinal cyclic cocycle in the last section can 
be generalized to provide further invariants of elliptic operators. Indeed, we 
have defined a cocycle Ck on C”(M) so that, for [q] E K’(M), we have 
( CCfA [VI> = ([VI OCcM, CDL CTr,l>. 
Since [Trn] E HC’(CF(M, 9)), it is natural to consider other cyclic 
cocycles and for a certain type of foliation there are natural choices. 
The foliations we will consider are transverse to the fibers of trivialized, 
flat principal bundles and are determined in the following way. Let G be a 
compact connected Lie group and let 6: M --+ BG be a map which factors 
through BG6 -+ BG via a map a: M + BG6. Thus c( classifies a principal G 
bundle which has a reduction to a bundle with discrete structure group. Let 
a: X,(M) + 7t,(BG6)z G” be the induced map and let V= fix, G be the 
total space of the associated principal bundle. There is a foliation of T/ 
with leaves the images of fix (g). A trivialization is a bundle map 
8: V + M x G. Via 8 one obtains a foliation of M x G which we denote FE. 
The C*-algebra of FE is isomorphic to (C(G) xl f) 0 X, where r is the 
image of a. 
Thus a trivialized flat principal G bundle is determined by the pair (a, 0). 
If Bc denotes the fiber of the map BG’ + BG, then homotopy classes of 
pairs (a, 0) correspond to homotopy classes of maps f: M + BG [ 151. This 
can be put in a more functorial form. Let Qs”(BG) be the bordism classes 
of maps from closed oriented manifolds to BG. There is a quotient map 
sZsO(Bc) + K,(BG). Note that BG can be identified with the classifying 
space for the transformation group groupoid G xl G”. 
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One can obtain a Baum-Connes map [2] for this type of groupoid 
which takes the form ,u: K,(BG) -+ K,(C(G) M G”). It is defined as follows. 
Recall that an element of K,( BG) is represented by a triple (M, E, f). 
where M is a Spin’ manifold, f: M + BG, and E is a complex vector bundle 
on M. We will assume E is the trivial line bundle. The general case is done 
in the same way. Let D be PM, the Dirac operator on M. To (M, I, f) 
one associates an index problem on a foliated manifold. Let (a, 8) be 
the pair associated to J‘ as above. Construct the foliation 3$ on Mx G 
and lift D to a leafwise elliptic operator D,. Let [D,] E KK*(C( A4 x G), 
C*(M x G, 3$)) be the class determined by this operator. Choose 
an element [q] E KK*(@, C(M x G)). Then [q] @c,,b,XG, [D] E 
KK*(@, C*(MxG,FX)). Since C*(MxG,~~)~(C(G)~f)0~ there is a 
natural element [/I] FKK( C*( M x G, ,FZ), C(G) XI G” ). Putting all this 
together we associate to the triple (M, 1, f) and [q] the element 
[VI 0 C~M~GI [DJOc*,.w,;.q, [/?I E K,(C(G) x G”). In fact this element 
lies in the image of K,( C(G) x G”) so we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. This correspondence defines for each [q] E 
KK*(@, C(Mx G)) a Baum-Cannes map p,,,: K,(BG) -+ K,(C(G) x G”). 
For example, if [cp] = I E KK’(@, C(Mx G)), then pq is just the 
longitudinal index map. If p: G 4 U,Z and [Q] = [ppr,], then II, is related 
to the q-invariant. Let q(D, CI. %,P)=~(D@~,~ I)- (dim p) $$@I), where 4 
is the modified q-invariant. Then, in [ 151 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 6.2. [f cp = ppr,, then 
Foliated principal bundles are of interest for several reasons. For exam- 
ple, they arise in the study of algebraic K-theory of the complex numbers. 
According to [22] an element of KT’g( @ ) can be represented by a flat vec- 
tor bundle over a homology sphere Z’. This is determined by c( :?t,(Z’) + 
G&(C). Let KU,(@) denote the subgroup of K;lg(@) consisting of all those 
elements representable by maps c(: x,(.X’) -+ U,(C). Then, for each such c( 
we obtain a foliated flat principal bundle of the type studied above. For 
some N, Na: rr,(Z’) + U, will be trivial and we may choose a trivialization, 
8. Then (Ncc, 0) determines an element of K,( BO+,). This defines a map 
KU,(@)+ K,(Bu,,). Composing with p yields a map r: KU,(@)+ 
K,(C( CI,,) XI U&). This can be used to obtain numerical invariants as 
follows. Let ZZI c_ C( UyN) >a U$v be a dense, holomorphically closed sub- 
algebra. A cyclic class [c] E HC*(&) can be paired with r(x), x E KU,(@), 
to yield a number, ([cl, r(x)). In certain cases projecting onto C/Z will 
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remove the dependence on the choice of the trivialization. This pairing can 
be non-trivial, as Proposition 6.2 shows. 
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